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I will summarize various convergence processes and levels in the television sector, and examine market data and structures. Furthermore I will summarize the results of different audience studies that I have conducted during the past three years. Film and television shows are meanwhile distributed online via Video-on-Demand platforms such as Netflix or Amazon Prime Video. The first audience study has dealt with the use of VoD-platforms in Germany investigating user rituals, user motivation to watch films and TV shows on online-platforms, and the meaning of VoD in everyday life. Most of the participants in this study reported that they mainly watch TV drama series at Netflix or Amazon Prime. Therefore the second audience study focused the online use of television drama series of individuals and couples elaborating the phenomenon of binge watching. The third study looked at the consumption of audiovisual content in different age groups. In relating the audience practices to the new structures of the television market I will shed light on the state of television in an era of streamed content.
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